2 HOUR BOOKING ❋ 1 hour in Stock Florist and 1 hour in The Dandelion Coffee Shop

What is included during the 2 hours?
Stock Florist
❋

❋

❋

❋

❋

The Dandelion Coffee Shop

One of our professional florists will provide a
Each child will be treated with an Afternoon Tea
group one hour junior floristry session.
Experience. This will be displayed on cake stands
and will include per child;
The children will have the opportunity to
learn about making flower posies and
Selection of cheese & ham sandwiches ❋
understand how to condition flowers.
Homemade cupcake ❋
Followed by a
Each child will get an individual
Homemade scone with Tiptree jam ❋
supervised trip
cupcake posy to take home with
Chocolate dipped marshmallow....
to our next door
them at the end of the session made
covered in sprinkles served on a stick ❋
neighbours
with their very own hands.
Selection of crisps ❋
We will play music and create a fun
Cold drink ❋
environment for the children to learn
Party
music,
appropriate
for
the
age
of the group,
and have fun.
will be played throughout the party and the venue will be
Each child will get a personalised certificate on
decorated with birthday balloons and other
completion of the session.
party decorations.
Happy Birthday will be sung and candles provided.
Cake will be distributed to each child at the end of the party to
take home with their sweetie bags*.

How many children?
Minimum 10 children, Maximum 15 children

Each child will receive our very own ‘Dandelion’ cone
shaped sweet bag to take home with them.
This will go together with their flower bouquet.
*Birthday cake not included. We can provide your child with a
home-made birthday cake at an additional cost. Prices vary.

What are the costs? £10.00 per head in each venue
❖

=

£20.00 per child
❖

50% deposit upfront and
50% to be paid in full on the day
❖
Introductory Price
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